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Abstract
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We consider virtual circuit routing protocols, with an objective of minimizing energy, in a network of components that
are speed scalable, and that may be shutdown when idle.
We assume that the speed s of a link is proportional to its
load, and assume the standard model for component power,
namely that the power is some constant static power σ plus
sα , where typically α ∈ [1.1, 3]. We give a polynomial-time
offline algorithm for multicommodity routing, that has approximation ratio O(logα k), where k is the number of demand pairs. This is obtained as a combination of three natural combinatorial algorithms. The key step of the algorithm
design is a random sampling technique that we call hallucination, which is reminiscent of the Sample-Augment framework for solving Buy-at-Bulk type problems, and sampling
in cut-sparsification algorithms. The analysis of the approximation ratio is then a direct consequence of the flow-cut
gap for multicommodity flow. The algorithm extends rather
naturally to an online algorithm, which we show has competitive ratio Õ(log3α+1 k). The analysis of the online algorithm
introduces a natural “priority” multicommodity flow problem, and bounds the priority multicommodity flow-cut gapthis might also be of independent interest. We also explain
how our hallucination technique can be used to achieve an
(O(log km), O(log km)) bicriteria approximation result for
the problem of buying a minimum cost collection of unitcapacitated edges to support a concurrent multicommodity
flow, where m is the number of links in the network.

According to the US Department of Energy [1], data
networks consume more than 50 billion kWH of energy
per year, and a 40% reduction in wide-area network energy is plausibly achievable if network components could
dynamically adjust their speed to be proportional to demand. Virtual circuit routing, in which each connection
is assigned a reserved route in the network with a guaranteed bandwidth, is used by several network protocols
to achieve reliable communication [24]. In this paper we
consider virtual circuit routing protocols, with an objective of minimizing energy, in a network of components
that are speed scalable, and that may be shutdown when
idle.
We adopt the standard models for virtual circuit
routing and component energy, in particular these are
the same as used in [3,4,8]. In the Energy Efficient Routing Problem (EERP), the input consists of an undirected
multi-graph G = (V, E), with |V | = n, |E| = m, and a
collection of k request-pairs {(si , ti ) | si , ti ∈ V and i ∈
[k]}. The output is a path Pi , representing the virtual
circuit for a unit bandwidth demand, between vertices
si and ti , for each request-pair i ∈ [k]. In the online version of the problem, the path Pi must be specified before
later request-pairs become known to the algorithm. We
assume that the speed of an edge is proportional to its
flow, which is the number of paths that use that edge.
We further assume that the power used by an edge with
flow f is σ + f α if f > 0, and that the edge is shutdown
and consumes no power if it supports no flow. The objective is to minimize the aggregate power used over all
the edges.
The term f α is the dynamic power of the component as it varies with the speed, or equivalently load, of
the component. Here α > 1 is a parameter specifying
the energy inefficiency of the components, as speeding
up by a factor of s increases the energy used per unit
computation/communication by a factor of sα−1 . The
value of α is in the range [1.1, 3] for essentially all technologies [10,32]. The parameter σ is the static power,
that is the power used when the component is idle, and
that can only be saved by turning the component off.
The static power is really only relevant/interesting if it
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Introduction

is large relative to the dynamic power of routing one
unit of flow, thus we will assume that σ  1.
Although speed scalable links in networks are plausible, presumably speed scaling is more likely to occur
in the routers. The modeling of scalable network components by edges in [3,4,8], as well as here, is motivated
primarily by reasons of mathematical tractability. Network design problems with edge costs are usually easier
to solve than the corresponding problems with vertex
costs. And, solutions for the vertex cost problems are
often obtained by extending the solution for the edge
cost problem.
1.1 The Backstory We first consider the case that
the static power σ is zero. In this case, Aspens et al. [5]
showed that the natural online greedy algorithm is O(1)competitive. Gupta et al. [18] showed how to use convex
duality to attain the same result. To understand the
case when there is no static power, assume that there is
a common source and common sink, that is all si = s
and all ti = t, and the network consists of disjoint s-t
paths. Then the convexity of the power function implies
that in the optimal solution each path has the same
aggregate power. The difficulty for a general network
comes from the interplay between paths, but intuitively
one still wants to spread the flow out over the whole
network.
Let us return to the case that the static power is
nonzero. If the static power is very large (σ  k α ),
then the optimal solution is essentially to route all
flow over a minimum cardinality Steiner forest that
connects corresponding request-pairs (since this minimizes static power); that is, the flow should be as
concentrated as possible. The difficulty, in the general case, comes from the competing goals of minimizing static power, where it’s best that flows are concentrated, and minimizing dynamic power, where it’s
best that the flows are spread out. Andrews et al. [4]
showed that there is a limit to how well these competing demands can be balanced by showing that there is
no polynomial-time algorithm with approximation ratio o(log1/4 n), under standard complexity theoretic assumptions. In contrast, Andrews et al. [3] showed that
these competing forces can be “poly-log-balanced” by
giving a polynomial-time poly-log-approximation algorithm. We think it is fair to say that the algorithm design and analysis in [3] are complicated and rely on big
“hammers”, namely the well-linked decomposition of
Chekuri-Khanna-Shepherd [13], the construction of expanders via matchings of Khandekar-Rao-Vazirani [23],
and edge-disjoint routings in well-connected graphs due
to Rao-Zhou [28]. Moreover, the “poly” in the poly-log
approximation is sufficiently large that it was not ex-

plicitly calculated in [3]. A critical parameter in [3] is
q = σ 1/α . If the flow on an edge is at least q, then one
knows that the dynamic power on that edge is at least
the static power, and thus static power can be charged
to the dynamic power in the analysis. Roughly speaking, the algorithmic strategy in [3] is to aggregate the
flow within groups, each containing q request-pairs, and
then combining the above mentioned results [13,23,28]
to route between groups.
Bansal et al. [8] considered the case of a common
source vertex s for all request-pairs, that is all si = s.
Applications for a common source vertex include data
collection by base stations in a sensor network, and supporting a multicast communication using unicast routing. [8] gave a polynomial-time O(1)-approximation algorithm. The algorithm design and analysis is considerably easier than [3] because, after aggregation into
groups, all the flow is going to the same place. [8] also
gave an O(log2α+1 n)-competitive randomized online algorithm, by giving a procedure for forming the groups
in an online fashion. In addition, they also provided
hardness results for various generalizations of EERP.
1.2 The Story Here We present three main results
in this paper, which we now discuss separately:
1. A polynomial-time O(logα k)-approximation
algorithm for EERP. The algorithm consists of the
following two stages:
Buying Stage: The first stage of the algorithm determines which edges to use (it is convenient to say that we
buy these edges). The algorithm first buys a Steiner forest to ensure minimal connectivity. Then each requestpair, with probability Θ( logq k ) hallucinates that it wants
to route q units of flow unsplittably on a path between
its end-points. Any routing algorithm that is “good” for
the objective of dynamic power, for example the natural greedy algorithm from [18], is then used to route this
hallucinated flow. All edges on which hallucinated flow
is routed are then bought. Note that no actual flow is
routed in this stage.
Routing Stage: The second stage of the algorithm routes
the flow on the edges bought in the first stage, using any
algorithm that is “good” for minimizing dynamic power.
There are two main steps in the analysis. The
first step is to show by randomized rounding that the
dynamic power of the hallucinated flow is comparable
to OPT’s total power. The second step is to show that
there is a routing on the bought edges that has low
dynamic power. This is accomplished by assigning each
edge in the backbone a capacity roughly comparable to
the hallucinated flow on the edge, and showing that the
sparsest cut has sparsity Ω(log k). Then by appealing
to the flow-cut gap for multicommodity flows [6,25,26],

we can conclude that there must be a low-congestion
routing, and hence a low dynamic power routing.
Overall, this improves on the results in [3] in the
following ways: (a) the approximation ratio is better
by many logα k factors, (b) the algorithm is much
simpler, being the combination of simple combinatorial
algorithms, and (c) the analysis is considerably simpler,
with the only real “hammer” being the flow-cut gap for
multicommodity flow. On the other hand, the results
in [3] extend to the slightly more heterogeneous setting
where the power used by each edge could include an
edge-dependent constant multiplier. The details of our
offline algorithm are in Section 3.
Hallucination is rather similar to the SampleAugment framework [19] for solving Buy-at-Bulk type
problems. This is perhaps surprising because in Buyat-Bulk, the cost on edges is purely concave, whereas
in our case the cost is convex after the jump at 0. Our
algorithm analysis is quite different than the analysis
of Sample-Augment for Buy-at-Bulk, and is more similar in spirit of the analysis of cut-sparsification algorithms [15,22,31].
2. A Randomized O(log3α+1 k · (log log k)2α )competitive online algorithm for EERP. The offline algorithm rather naturally extends to an online
algorithm: We buy the Steiner backbone edges using
any of the known online algorithms for Steiner forest.
Whether a request-pair should hallucinate is decided online by independent sampling. The online greedy algorithm from [18], can be used for routing hallucinated
flow, and for routing the actual flow on the bought
edges. The analysis however is considerably more involved than in the offline case. The analysis in [18] can
be adapted to show that the dynamic power for the
greedy algorithm is competitive against the power used
in an optimal priority routing, where a request-pair can
only route over edges bought by the online algorithm
up until the arrival time of the request-pair. Thus to
mimic the analysis in the offline case, we need to show
that there is a low-congestion priority routing on the
bought edges. This is accomplished by characterizing
the notion of sparset priority-cuts, and then bounding
the priority flow-cut gap for multicommodity flows.
We remark that this is the first poly-log-competitive
online algorithm for EERP, and that we believe that our
techniques for priority multicommodity flows and cuts
will likely find further applications in the future. The
details appear in Section 4.
3. A polynomial-time (O(log km), O(log km))
bicriteria approximation algorithm for the Multicommodity Capacitated Network Design Problem. The input to the capacitated multicommodity network design problem is a graph G = (V, E) with each

edge having a cost ce and capacity q, and a collection of
k unit-demand request-pairs {(si , ti ) : i ∈ [k]} that can
be supported on G. The goal is to select a minimum cost
subgraph H ⊆ G such that H can support a concurrent
multicommodity flow of the request-pairs. [3] uses the
techniques of embedding expanders via cut-matching
games [23] and expander routing [28] to achieve a polynomial time algorithm that is polylog approximate with
respect to the optimal cost, while supporting 1/polylog
flow for each request-pair. We show in section 5 that
our hallucination techniques give a polynomial time algorithm that is O(log km) approximate with respect to
the optimal cost, while supporting Ω(1/ log km) flow for
each request-pair.
2

Notation and Terminology

Recall that the input to EERP is an undirected multigraph G = (V, E) with |V | = n vertices, m edges, and k
request-pairs {(si , ti )}ki=1 . The cost for routing f units
of flow over any edge is: zero if f = 0, and σ + f α
if f > 0. We are interested in unsplitably routing
request-pairs. In the analysis we will also be concerned
with fractional routings. We will refer to the former
as a routing and the latter as a fractional routing. The
power incurred by any solution is naturally split into two
parts: (i) static power which is σ times the number of
edges
P with positive flow, and (ii) dynamic power which
is e∈E feα where fe denotes the flow on edge e ∈ E.
A useful parameter throughout the paper is q := σ 1/α ,
which is the amount of flow on an edge for which the
static and dynamic power are equal. We use Opt to
denote the total power of a fixed optimal solution. We
assume that α ≥ 1 is a constant, so any function of α is
just O(1).
For an undirected graph G = (V, E) and subset
S ⊆ V , we use the standard notation δG (S) := {(u, v) ∈
E : u ∈ S, v 6∈ S} for the cut corresponding to S.
When the graph is clear from context, we drop the
subscript. We shall sometimes refer to the vertices
of these request-pairs as terminals to distinguish them
from Steiner vertices in G (that do not participate in
any request-pair). The sparsity of an edge capacitated
graph G is the minimum (over all S ⊆ V ) of the ratio
of the capacity crossing cut S to the demand crossing
it, i.e.
sparsity(G) := min
S⊆V

c(δ(S))
.
{i ∈ [k] : |S ∩ {si , ti }| = 1}

Here ce is the capacity for edge e, and c(δ(S)) =
P
It is well known that if the sparsity
e∈δ(S) ce .
is Ω(log k) then there is a fractional routing for the
demands that respects the capacities [6,26].

In the analysis of the online algorithm, we need to
define and use the notion of priority multicommodity
flows and cuts. Here, we have an increasing sequence
of unweighted multigraphs G(1) ⊆ G(2) ⊆ · · · ⊆ G(k)
with respective request-pairs {(si , ti )}ki=1 .

Theorem 2.1. ( [18]) The waterfilling algorithm is
O(αα )-competitive for minimizing dynamic power in
a static graph. The waterfilling algorithm is O(αα )competitive for minimizing dynamic power for a priority
flow.

Definition 2.1. (Priority Multicommodity Flow)
Consider any sequence of multigraphs G(1) ⊆ G(2) ⊆
· · · ⊆ G(k) and request-pairs {(si , ti ) : i ∈ [k]}. A
priority multicommodity flow of value λ consists of a
fractional routing of λ units between si and ti only
using edges of multigraph G(i), for each i ∈ [k], where
the total flow through any edge in this routing is at
most one.
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Definition 2.2. (Priority Cuts) Consider any sequence of multigraphs G(1) ⊆ G(2) ⊆ · · · ⊆ G(k) and
request-pairs {(si , ti ) : i ∈ [k]}. We say that a set
Q ⊆ G(k) of edges priority separates pair i if and only
if si and ti are separated in the graph G(i) \ Q. The
sparsity of a priority-cut Q is the ratio of |Q| to the
number of pairs that are priority separated by Q. The
sparsest priority-cut is the minimum sparsity over
all priority-cuts.
Definition 2.3. (Prefix Sparsity) Consider any
sequence of multigraphs G(1) ⊆ G(2) ⊆ · · · ⊆ G(k) and
request-pairs {(si , ti ) : i ∈ [k]}. The prefix sparsity of
this sequence is
k

min
i=1

min

S⊆V

δGi (S)
.
{j ∈ [i] : |S ∩ {sj , tj }| = 1}

For notational convenience, we use δi (S) := δGi (S) for
any i ∈ [k] and subset S ⊆ V .
Finally, we describe the online “waterfilling” algorithm from [18] that we use as a subroutine in all our
algorithms. Notice that the waterfilling algorithm is
concerned only with minimizing the dynamic power of
the routing, and does not involve the static power σ
at all. The O(1) competitive analysis in [18] assumed
that the graph was static, but the analysis can easily be
adapted to the case that the graph is growing to show
that the waterfilling algorithm is O(1)-competitive for
priority flows.
Online Waterfilling Algorithm: The input for
this algorithm is an existing multicommodity flow
{fe : e ∈ E} in the graph (i.e. a routing of
previous request-pairs), a new request-pair (si , ti )
with a demand d. The output of the algorithm is an
augmentation of the existing multicommodity flow to
include a flow of d units along a single si − ti path
Pi that increases the aggregate dynamic power the
least. This can be computed using a shortest path
algorithm with edge costs (fe + d)α − feα .

Offline Algorithm

In this section we give a polynomial time algorithm for
the Energy Efficient Routing Problem (EERP), and then
show that it has approximation ratio O(logα k).
Offline Algorithm Description:
1. Constructing the Steiner backbone: Setting
the cost of each edge to be the static power σ, we
buy a Steiner forest that provides connectivity for the
request pairs. The edges bought in this step form the
Steiner backbone GS .
2. Constructing the Hallucination backbone:
Each request-pair (si , ti ) decides to independently
“hallucinate” a demand of q, with probability p =
min{1, 32λ/q}. Here λ = Θ(log k) ≥ log k is the flowcut gap for multicommodity flow [6,26]. We run the
waterfilling algorithm on request-pairs that hallucinate (in arbitrary order), to find an unsplittable routing H of q units of flow between these request-pairs.
We call this routing the hallucinated flow. We then
buy the edges in the support of H. These edges form
the hallucination backbone GH .
3. Routing on the backbone: The waterfilling
algorithm is used to route all request-pairs (with unit
demand) in arbitrary order in the backbone GF =
GS ∪ GH .
Note that the hallucinated flow is used solely to
determine which edges to buy in the hallucination
backbone, and is not a routing of actual flow.
3.1 Analysis We show that this algorithm has an
approximation ratio of O(logα k) by bounding the static
power used in the backbone GF = GS ∪GH (Steps 1 and
2) plus the dynamic power of the algorithm’s routing in
Step 3 as follows:
Static power of GS : By using the Steiner forest
2-approximation algorithm from [2,17], it follows that
the static power for the edges in GS is at most twice
the minimum static power required to achieve such
connectivity, and hence at most 2 · Opt.
Static power of GH : The static power of the hallucination backbone GH is at most the dynamic power
of the hallucinated flow H since every hallucinated
request-pair routes q units of flow unsplittably in H.
In Lemma 3.1 we show that the dynamic power for the
hallucinated flow is O(λα ) · Opt (a similar argument can
be found in [8]).

Dynamic power: In order to bound the dynamic
power of our routing in Step 3, we show in Lemma
3.3 that there is a routing F of low dynamic power in
the subgraph GF . This is sufficient, as the waterfilling
algorithm used for routing within the backbone in
Step 3, is O(1)-approximate for dynamic power [18]. To
this end, we assign each edge in the backbone a capacity
ce equal to the amount of hallucinated flow routed on
it in H, plus αλq if it is in the Steiner backbone GS .
Using these capacities, we show (in Lemma 3.2 and
Corollary 3.1) that w.h.p, the sparsity of every cut is at
least λ. Therefore, by the well-known flow-cut gap for
multicommodity flow [6,25,26], there exists a fractional
routing within the backbone GF that respects these
capacities. We then show in Lemma 3.3, by randomized
rounding of this fractional multicommodity flow, that
there exists an integral routing in the backbone with
dynamic power O(1) times the dynamic power used by
the hallucinated flow H, plus O(λα ) times the static
power used by GS .
Lemma 3.1. The expected dynamic power used by the
hallucinated flow H is O(λα ) · Opt.
Proof. Let Opt denote any fixed optimal solution that
for each request-pair (si , ti ), routes unit flow on path
Pi∗ . Consider any outcome of the random hallucination
process. Let Opt0 send q units of flow on each path
Pi∗ for only the hallucinated request-pairs i. We will
show that the expected dynamic power used by Opt0 is
O(λα ) · Opt. Since the waterfilling algorithm is O(1)approximate for the objective of dynamic power [18], it
would follow that the expected dynamic power of the
hallucinated flow H is at most O(1) times the dynamic
power used by Opt0 , i.e. O(λα ) · Opt.
We bound the expected dynamic power in Opt0
separately for each edge e ∈ E. Fix an edge e and
consider all request-pairs whose optimal paths Pi∗ use
e: if there are N of them, then e’s power (dynamic plus
static) in Opt is
N α + σ = N α + q α ≥ N · q α−1 .
This inequality easily follows using the fact that q α =
σ, and considering two cases depending on whether
N ≥ q or not. Since each path Pi∗ is chosen in Opt0
independently with probability min{1, 32λ/q}, we can
use Corollary 6.1 with p = min{1, 32λ/q} and D = q
to bound the expected dynamic power for e by the
following (up to an O(1) factor)
pN Dα + (pN D)α ≤ O(λα ) · (N q α−1 + N α )
≤ O(λα ) · (2N α + σ)
which is at most O(λα ) times the power for e in Opt.

Now summing over all edges and using linearity of
expectations, we conclude that the expected dynamic
power in Opt0 is at most O(λα ) · Opt.

Lemma 3.2. Assume 32λ ≤ q. Then with probability at
least 1 − k −3α , the sparsity of GF = GS ∪ GH with edge
capacities {ce } is at least λ.
Proof. Let H ⊆ [k] denote the pairs that hallucinate in
Step 2 of the algorithm. For the proof we consider a
virtual graph B on vertices V with the following edges:
• Steiner edges: each edge e ∈ GS has capacity
de = αλq in B.
• Hallucinated edges: for each i ∈ H there is an edge
(si , ti ) in B with capacity d(si ,ti ) = q.
Observe that for any T ⊆ V , the capacity of cut δ(T )
in GF is at least as much as its capacity in B. Thus it
suffices to show that the sparsity of B is at least λ.
Let V1 , . . . , V` denote the vertices in the connected
components of Steiner forest GS . Note that these are
also connected components in B since every request pair
{si , ti }ki=1 is connected in GS . In order to lower bound
the sparsity of B, it suffices to lower bound the sparsity
of each component of B. We will show that the sparsity
of any component of B is at least λ with probability
1
. Taking a union bound over ` ≤ k components
1 − k4α
in B, would prove the lemma.
Consider any connected component of B: note
that the components in B are deterministic and do
not depend on the random hallucination. To reduce
notation, we assume in the rest of the proof that GS is
connected: so it is a Steiner tree. (Otherwise, exactly
the same argument works by restricting to the requestpairs in a particular connected component.)
Since there are exponentially many cuts, we will
consider cuts systematically by defining equivalence
classes on cuts; then show that w.h.p. all cuts in the
same class will be large compared to the demand across
these cuts; and finally apply a union bound over all
classes. Note that all leaves in the Steiner tree GS are
terminals. We eliminate all degree 2 Steiner vertices in
GS by short-cutting, to obtain tree G0S . That is, every
maximal path P = hu, u1 , u2 , . . . , u` , vi in GS where
{uj }`j=1 are degree 2 Steiner vertices, is replaced by a
single edge (u, v) in G0S . Let P(GS ) denote the set of
paths in GS corresponding to edges in G0S . Note that
Steiner vertices in G0S have degree at least three: so
their number is at most the number of leaves which is
at most 2k. Thus G0S has at most 4k edges.
We are now ready to define equivalence classes on
cuts. We say that two cuts C, C 0 ⊆ V are equivalent
if (i) both cut exactly the same set of edges in G0S (i.e,

the same set of paths in P(GS )), and (ii) both have sparsity less than λ is at most
the same set of request-pairs crossing. More precisely,
r
h X
i X
X
C ≡ C 0 if and only if
|Classj | · Pr q
Xi < rλ =
(16k)j k −8αj
• {(u, v) ∈ G0S : u ∈ C, v 6∈ C} = {(u, v) ∈ G0S : u ∈
C 0 , v 6∈ C 0 }, and
• {i ∈ [k] : |{si , ti } ∩ C| = 1} = {i ∈ [k] :
|{si , ti } ∩ C 0 | = 1}

j≥1

i=1

j≥1

= O(1/k 4α ),
which completes the proof.



Corollary 3.1. With
probability
at
least
3α
1
−
O(1/k
),
there
exists
a
capacity-respecting
Let Classj denote the set of classes that cut exactly
j edges in G0S . We first count the number of classes fractional routing of all request-pairs in backbone GF .
in Classj : Since |G0S | ≤ 4k, there are at most (4k)j Proof. If 32λ > q then all pairs hallucinate, and the
different subsets of edges to be cut. Each cut C with hallucinated flow H itself respects the capacities. If
|δG0S (C)| = j divides tree G0S into j + 1 components. 32λ ≤ q, then a capacity-respecting fractional routing
For each component, there is a choice whether/not to exists w.h.p. by Lemma 3.2 and by the fact that
lie in C. So the number of classes in Classj is at most λ = Θ(log k) is the multicommodity flow-cut gap.

2j+1 · (4k)j ≤ (16k)j .
For each class C ∈ Classj , we show that with high Lemma 3.3. The expected dynamic power used by the
α
probability, all cuts in C have capacity at least λ times algorithm is O(λ ) times the static power used by
the demand across cuts in C. Let R(C) denote the set GS plus O(1) times the dynamic power used by the
of demands across any cut in C. We consider two cases hallucinated flow H.
depending on the value of r := |R(C)|.
Proof. We will bound the expected optimal dynamic
1. r ≤ αjq. In this case, since any cut in C has j edges power of the routing instance in Step 3, by the claimed
from GS (since it has j edges from G0S ), each with expression. Using the O(1)-approximation for dynamic
capacity αqλ, its capacity is at least j · αqλ ≥ λ · r. power from [18], this would imply the lemma.
We first consider the case where there exists a
2. r = |R(C)| > αjq. For each demand in R(C), let capacity-respecting fractional routing G in GF . The
Xi denote a random variable that indicates if the dynamic power of G on any edge e ∈ GS with flow
α
pair hallucinates or not. Note that
Pr Pr[Xi = 1] = ge ≤ 2qλα is charged to O(λ ) times the static power
.
min{1, 32λ/q} = 32λ/q; so E[ i=1 Xi ] = 32λ·r
of the edges in GS . The dynamic power for G on any
q
We show that the probability that a cut in C does edge e with flow ge > 2qλα is charged to the dynamic
not support the demand R(C) is sufficiently small. power of the hallucinated flow H: ge is at most the
By observing that each pair (si , ti ) contributes to capacity ce = αλq + H−flow on e, so ge is at most
every cut in C by at least qXi , it suffices to upper- twice H−flow on e.
bound the following probability:
[18] shows that a simple randomized rounding of
the
fractional
routing G produces an integral routing
r
r
h X
i
hX
i
F
with
expected
dynamic power at most O(1) times
Pr q
Xi < rλ = Pr
Xi < rλ/q
the dynamic power of G plus the edge capacities. The
i=1
i=1
edge capacities are O(λ) times the static power used
r
r
hX
i
X
by GS plus O(1) times the dynamic power used by the
= Pr
Xi < E[
Xi ]/32
hallucinated flow H.
i=1
i=1
r


If there is no capacity-respecting multicommodity
X
≤ exp − (E[
Xi ])/4
flow, then consider the multicommodity flow that routes
i=1
each (si , ti ) along the unique si − ti path in GS . Since


each edge is used at most k times, the dynamic power
< exp − (αjq) · (32λ/q)/4
is at most k α times the static power used by GS .
≤ exp(−8αj log k) ≤ k −8αj . Corollary 3.1 states that this event can occur with
probability at most 1/k 3α . So its contribution to the
The first inequality follows from the Chernoff expectation is O(1) times the static power of G .

S
bound (See Appendix 6), the second inequality uses
r > αjq, and the third inequality is by λ ≥ log k.
4 Online Algorithm
By summing over all j ≥ 1 and all classes in Classj , In this section we show that the offline algorithm
we derive that the probability that there is a cut with can naturally be adapted to an online algorithm with

competitive ratio O(log3α+1 k · (log log k)2α ). In order
to present our algorithmic ideas more transparently, we
first describe the algorithm assuming that k is known in
advance which we will prove is O(log3α+1 k·(log log k)α )competitive. We will then show in Section 4.5 how
to discharge this assumption to make the algorithm
truly online at the cost of an additional factor of
O((log log k)α ) in the competitive ratio.
In response to request-pair (si , ti ) the algorithm takes
the following steps:
1. Augmenting the Steiner backbone: We run
an online algorithm for Steiner forest to connect si
and ti , where the cost of edges is the static power σ.
Let GS (i) be the Steiner forest maintained after the
ith request-pair.
2. Augmenting the Hallucination backbone:
The request-pair (si , ti ) hallucinates a demand of q
with probability p = min(1, 32 log k/q). We then use
the online waterfilling algorithm to find an unsplittable routing of q units of hallucinated flow between
si and ti . The edges used in this routing are added to
the hallucinated backbone GH (i−1) to obtain GH (i).
3. Routing: We again run the online waterfilling
algorithm to route one unit of actual flow between
si and ti in the graph GF (i) = GS (i) ∪ GH (i), to
minimize the dynamic power.
4.1 Overview of Online Algorithm Analysis We
show that our online algorithm (which
knows k a

priori) is an O log3α+1 k · (log log k)α -competitive for
EERP as follows. For online Steiner forest, the greedy
algorithm is known to be O(log2 k)-competitive [7], and
there is a somewhat more complicated algorithm that
is O(log k)-competitive [9]. Using the latter algorithm,
the static power of the edges in GS (k) is O(log k) · Opt.
As in the offline analysis, the static power for the
hallucination backbone is O(logα k) · Opt.
The analysis of the dynamic power of the actual
multicommodity flow is more involved than in the offline
case. The analysis in [18] can be adapted to show that
the dynamic power of the actual multicommodity flow
is O(1) competitive against the dynamic power of the
optimal priority multicommodity flow. In a priority
multicommodity flow, each request-pair can only route
over edges of lower priority, which are those bought by
the online algorithm up until the arrival time of the
request-pair. Thus to mimic the analysis in the offline
case, we need to show that there is a low-congestion
priority multicommodity flow on the backbone edges.
The capacity ci (e) of each edge e ∈ GF (i) is the amount
of hallucinated flow from the first i request-pairs that it
supports, plus (α log k)·q if it is in the Steiner backbone

GS (i). It will be convenient to view these capacities as
unweighted parallel edges. For each i, we denote by G(i)
the multigraph consisting of ci (e) parallel edges between
the end-points of each edge e. Recall the definitions of
priority flow and cut, and prefix-sparsity from Section 2.
We consider the maximum priority multicommodity
flow problem, fractionally priority routing as large of
a fraction of each demand as possible, which can be
easily expressed as a linear program. We then consider
the dual linear program, in which the optimal integer
solution is the sparsest priority cut. In a priority cut Q
a request pair (si , ti ) is priority separated if si and ti are
separated in G(i) \ Q. Both LPs are defined formally in
Section 4.3.
We show the existence of a large priority multicommodity flow using two main steps: First, in subsection
4.2 we bound the prefix-sparsity our backbone, and then
use this to show that the sparsest priority-cut has sparsity Ω(1). Second, in subsection 4.3, we bound the priority flow-cut gap by O(log2 k · log log k). The flow-cut
gap for priority multicommodity flow is the ratio between the minimum sparsity of a priority-cut and the
maximum value of a priority multicommodity flow (This
is analogous to the relation between concurrent multicommodity flow and sparsest cut [25,26]). Combining
these results,
 we obtain a priority multicommodity flow
1
satisfying the capacities. This
of value Ω log2 k·log
log k
implies a priority multicommodity flow of value one that
satisfies capacities scaled up by O(log2 k · log logk), i.e.
having dynamic power O log3α+1 k · (log log k)α · Opt.
In Section 4.4 we bring these components together to

show a competitive ratio of O log3α+1 k · (log log k)α .
Then in Section 4.5 we remove the assumption that the
algorithm knows k a priori with an extra factor loss of
O((log log k)α ) in competitive ratio.
4.2 Prefix Sparsity to Priority Sparsest Cut
We show in Lemma 4.1 that the prefix sparsity of the
backbone is Ω(log k), and then show in Lemma 4.2 that
this implies that the sparsest priority cut has value Ω(1).
Notice the difference between the conditions on sparsest
priority-cut and prefix-sparsity. For example, a demand
j may be priority cut by some Q ⊆ G(k) even though it
is not separated in G(i) \ Q for any i > j, i.e. j does not
appear in the expression for the ith prefix-sparsity. In
particular, a large sparsest priority-cut clearly implies
a large prefix-sparsity, but the converse (which is what
we need to use) is not obvious. Lemma 4.2 proves this
converse relation at the loss of a log k factor.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that 32 log k ≤ q. Then with
probability of at least 1 − O(1/k 2α ), the prefix sparsity
of the sequence G(1) ⊆ G(2) ⊆ · · · ⊆ G(k) seen in the

online algorithm is at least log k. That is, for all i and
all S ⊆ V , the capacity δi (S) is at least log k times the
number of pairs {(sj , tj )}ij=1 crossing the cut (S, V \ S).
Proof. Fix some i. Note that multigraph G(i) is an
equivalent representation of the backbone GF (i) along
with its capacities ci (·). Since all pairs in [i] have
hallucinated independently, we can apply Lemma 3.2
and conclude that the sparsity of G(i) is at least λ w.r.t
demand pairs [i]. The lemma follows by a simple union
bound over all i ∈ [k].


• Qh = |δ(Ch ) ∩ Q| the number of edges in Q with
exactly one endpoint in Ch , and
• Ih = {a ∈ X : a ≤ j − 1, |{sa , ta } ∩ Ch | = 1} the
number of pairs in X that arrive by time j − 1 and
have exactly one end point in Ch .

We index the components {Ch }`h=1 so that C1 contains
the maximum
number of terminals. We claim that
P`
I(C) ≤
h=2 Ih . To see this, note that each pair in
I(C) must have exactly one end-point in at least one
component {Ch }`h=2 . Also, since each pair b ∈ I(C) is
in X and is induced on C which gets connected at time
Lemma 4.2. Consider a sequence of multigraphs j, we must have b < j: recall that for b ∈ X, s and t
b
b
G(1) ⊆ G(2) ⊆ · · · ⊆ G(k) with pairs {(si , ti ) : i ∈ [k]}. must be disconnected in graph H(b). Thus we have
If the prefix-sparsity is at least log k, then the sparsest
`
`
priority cut is at least 31 .
X
X
N (C) ≤
N (Ch ) +
Ih .
h=1
h=2
Proof. Consider any Q ⊆ G(k) that priority separates
pairs X ⊆ [k]. We will show that |X| ≤ 3 · |Q|, which
We now use the prefix-sparsity condition to bound
would imply the desired lower bound on the sparsest
Ih . Consider the cut Ch in graph G(j − 1). The number
priority-cut. Define graph H(i) := G(i) \ Q for each i ∈
of crossing edges δG(j−1) (Ch ) is at most Qh since Ch
[k]. The proof is based on considering the connectivity
is a maximally connected component of H(j − 1) =
structure in the sequence H(1) ⊆ H(2) ⊆ · · · ⊆ H(k).
G(j − 1) \ Q. The number of pairs crossing Ch with
We say that at each time i ∈ [k] the request-pair (si , ti )
index at most j − 1 is at least Ih . So the sparsity of cut
arrives. At time j when (sj , tj ) arrives, the edges
Ch in graph G(j − 1) is bounded between:
G(j) \ G(j − 1) \ Q are added to graph H(j − 1) to
get graph H(j). Note that for each i ∈ X, the pair
δG(j−1) (Ch )
Qh
si − ti is separated in graph H(i), by the definition of
≤
.
log k ≤
Ih
{a ∈ [j − 1] : |Ch ∩ {sa , ta }| = 1}
priority-cut Q.
Observe that the number of pairs in X (i.e. pairs
The lower bound is by the prefix-sparisty assumption,
priority cut by Q) that are disconnected in H(k) =
and the upper bound is by the preceding argument.
G(k) \ Q can be bounded by |Q|/ log k, since G(k)’s
Combining the above two equations, we obtain
sparsest cut has value at least log k. We will now upper
bound the number of pairs in X that are connected in
`
`
X
X
1
H(k). For a subset of vertices V 0 ⊆ V , let N (V 0 ) = |{i ∈ (4.1)
N (Ch ) +
N (C) ≤
Qh .
·
log k
X : si , ti ∈ V 0 }| be the total number of request-pairs in
h=1
h=2
X that are induced in V 0 . We will show below that the
sum of N (C) over all components C in H(k) is at most P Consider expanding this recursion to obtain
|Q|
D:comp(H(k)) N (D); the base case is singleton compo2 |Q|. This would prove that |X| ≤ log
k + 2|Q| ≤ 3 · |Q|.
nents,
i.e. N ({v}) = 0 for any v ∈ V . Consider the conIn the following, we refer to the end points of requesttribution
of each edge e = (u, v) ∈ Q separately. Whenpairs as terminals.
P`
1
Toward this end we define a recurrence. Consider ever e participates in the expression log k · h=2 Qh
any i ∈ [k] and a connected component C in H(i). Let in (4.1), the number of terminals in the component conj ≤ i be the earliest time a request-pair arrived such taining either u or v doubles. This is because e must
that all vertices in C became connected in graph H(j). have one end-point in some {Ch }`h=2 and we chose inLet C1 , C2 , . . . C` be the components in H(j − 1)[C] dices such that terminals(C1 ) ≥ terminals(Ch ) for all
which merged to become connected as C, at time j. h ∈ [`]. Thus, the number of times e contributes is at
log k
By definition, N (Ch ) equals the number of pairs in X most 2 log2 k, and its total contribution is ≤ 2log
k = 2.
P
that are contained in Ch , for each h ∈ [`]. Note that It follows that D:comp(H(k)) N (D) ≤ 2·|Q|. This comP`
N (C) equals h=1 N (Ch ) + I(C) where I(C) denotes pletes the proof.

the number of pairs of X “crossing” {Ch }`h=1 , i.e. pairs
having end points in two distinct components among 4.3 Priority Flow-Cut Gap This subsection proves
{Ch }`h=1 . For each h ∈ [`] define:
the following result:

Theorem 4.1. The flow-cut gap for priority multicomBy duality, the optimal values of these two LPs
modity flow is O(log2 k · log log k).
are equal. So, to prove Theorem 4.1, it suffices to
upper bound the integrality gap of SparsestPriorityCutLP
Consider any instance of priority multicommodity
by O(log2 k · log log k). Consider any fixed optimal
flow, given by a sequence G(1) ⊆ G(2) ⊆ · · · G(k)
solution (η ∗ , d∗ ) to SparsestPriorityCutLP. First, we
of multigraphs on vertex-set V and demand pairs
use a standard geometric scaling step to reduce the
{(si , ti )}ki=1 . We follow a natural approach by considproblem to a “priority multi-cut” problem (where the
ering the LP formulation for priority multicommodity
η values are “0 − 1”) with an O(log k)-factor loss in the
flow and its dual (which is an LP relaxation for sparsest
sparsity. Then we apply a variant of region growing to
priority-cut). We bound the flow-cut gap by showing
round fractional priority multi-cut solutions to integral
that this sparsest priority-cut LP has a small integralsolutions, which loses another O(log k · log log k) factor.
ity gap: this relies on a variant of the region growing
approach [14,16].
Lemma 4.3. For any optimal solution (η ∗ , d∗ ) to
The LP for priority multicommodity flow, and its
SparsestPriorityCutLP, there exists another feasible sodual are given below.
lution (η 0 , d0 ) satisfying the following properties:
P 0
P ∗
•
e de ≤ 8 log k ·
e de , and
(PriorityFlowLP) max γ
X
1
for
• there is a subset C ⊆ [k] such that ηi0 = |C|
(4.2)
s.t.
f (p) ≥ γ
∀i ∈ [k]
i ∈ C and 0 otherwise.
p∈Pi
X
(4.3)
f (p) ≤ 1
∀e ∈ G(k)
Proof. For all i ∈ [k] where ηi∗ ≤ 1/(2k) we set ηi∗ = 0.
p|e∈p
Notice that since there are at most k variables ηi ,
(4.4)
f (p) ≥ 0
∀i ∈ [k], ∀p ∈ Pi
this results in a solution to SparsestPriorityCutLP where
the constraint (4.5) is satisfied to extent 1/2. We
now geometrically group the η ∗ variables, according
to classes Ch = {i ∈ [k] | 2−h < ηi∗ ≤ 2−h+1 }
(SparsestPriorityCutLP)
for h ∈ {1,P
2, . . . , log(2k)}. Let C` be the group that
∗
X
maximizes
i∈C` ηi . Since there are at most 2 log k
min
de
`|
∗
groups and η totals to at least half, we have 2|C
`−1 ≥
e∈G(k)
P
1
∗
i∈C` ηi ≥ (4 log k) .
k
X
For each i ∈
/ C` set ηi0 = 0 and for each i ∈ C`
(4.5)
ηi ≥ 1
s.t.
`
set ηi0 = |C1` | . Also set d0e to be |C2 ` | · d∗e for all
i=1
X
e ∈ G(k). It is easy to see that (η 0 , d0 ) is a valid
(4.6)
de ≥ ηi ∀p ∈ Pi ∀i ∈ [k]
fractional solution for SparsestPriorityCutLP. Moreover,
e∈p
P
P
P
`
the objective e d0e = |C2 ` | · e d∗e ≤ 8 log k · e d∗e . 
(4.7)
de ≥ 0
∀e ∈ G(k)
(4.8)

ηi ≥ 0

∀i ∈ [k]

Fix the solution (η 0 , d0 ) and subset C ⊆ [k] from
the above lemma. By scaling d0 up by a factor |C|,
we obtain a fractional solution {ze : e ∈ G(k)} to the
priority multicut instance restricted to the multigraph
sequence hG(i) : i ∈ Ci and pairs C. Next, we show
that z can be rounded to obtain an integral solution
Q ⊆ G(k) that priority-cuts
P all the pairs in C, and has
|Q| ≤ O(log k · log log k) · e ze . The sparsity of such a
priority-cut Q is at most:
P
ze
|Q|
≤ O(log k · log log k) · e
|C|
|C|
X
≤ O(log2 k · log log k)
d∗e .

Here Pi denotes the set of paths from si to ti in
G(i) and f (p) denotes the flow on some path p.
The feasible solutions for the primal LP are fractional routings such that each request-pair i routes at
least a γ flow between them in graph G(i) (constraint
(4.2)), and such that no edge supports flow more than
one (constraint (4.3)). This is precisely the priority multicommodity flow problem.
In the dual, we have an LP relaxation of the sparsest
priority-cut problem: if an integral solution Q prioritycuts k 0 request-pairs, we set ηi = 1/k 0 for the requestpairs which are separated, and de = 1/k 0 for edges in Q
e
and 0 otherwise. The objective value is then the sparsity
This would complete the proof of Theorem 4.1.
of the priority-cut Q.

Bounding the integrality gap for priority multicut. Consider any instance of priority multicut given by
a sequence H(1) ⊆ H(2) ⊆ · · · ⊆ H(r) of multigraphs
with demand pairs {(si , ti )}ri=1 . The goal is to find a
minimum size subset Q ⊆ H(r) of edges that priority
cuts each pair, i.e. si − ti is disconnected in H(i) \ Q for
all i ∈ [r]. Note that in our setting, r ≤ k the number of
pairs in the sparsest priority cut instance. The natural
LP relaxation for priority multicut is:

|δ L (si , ρs )| ≤ 3 log r · V L (si , ρs ),
and |δ L (ti , ρt )| ≤ 3 log r · V L (ti , ρt ).

(
min

goal is to priority-cut all pairs ΠU induced on U . (The
initial call is with i = r and U = V ; the initial solution
Q = ∅.) Given i and U we consider the induced graph
L = H(i)[U ]. Note that dL (si , ti ) ≥ 1 since both
si , ti ∈ L and by feasibility of fractional solution z,
dH(i) (si , ti ) ≥ 1. By applying Lemma 4.4 to both si
and ti , we find two radii ρs , ρt < 21 such that:

X
e∈H(r)

ze :

X

ze ≥ 1 ∀p ∈ Pi , ∀i ∈ [r],

e∈p

)
ze ≥ 0, ∀e ∈ H(r) .
Above, Pi is the set of si − ti paths in graph H(i).
We first give a rounding algorithm for priority
multicut that loses an O(log2 r) factor, this is based
on applying the “region growing” step from [16,25]
recursively. A more careful recursion as in [14,30] can
be used to obtain an O(log r · log log r) bound. We refer
to the full version of the paper for a formal description
and proof.
Before the proof, we introduce some useful notation.
Given a graph L ⊆ H(r), let dL denote the shortestpath metric defined by {ze : e ∈ L}, i.e. dL (u, v) is the
length of the shortest path between u and v with weight
z on edges of L. For any vertex v ∈ V and ρ > 0, define:

• B L (v, ρ) := u ∈ V : dL (v, u) < ρ the ball of radius ρ around v in metric dL .

Note that the balls B L (si , ρs ) and B L (ti , ρt ) are disjoint. So one of them has at most |ΠU |/2 induced
pairs. We consider the ball, say around si , which has
fewer request-pairs induced inside it. We add the cut
δ L (si , ρs ) to Q, and set U1 ← B L (si , ρs ) and U2 ←
U \ B L (si , ρs ). Note that all request-pairs j ∈ ΠU and
having exactly one end-point in U1 are priority-cut by
Q (they are separated even in graph H(i) ⊇ H(j)). To
handle the remaining pairs of ΠU , we recurse on U1
(resp. U2 ) with the maximum induced pair in U1 (resp.
U2 ). By Lemma 4.4 the increase in |Q| is at most 3 log k
times V L (si , ρs ) the volume of H(i)[U1 ]; in this case we
say that all edges in H(i)[U1 ] get charged. Moreover,
by the choice of ball B L (si , ρs ) = U1 , the number of
induced pairs in U1 is at most |ΠU |/2 i.e. half the induced pairs in U . This implies that whenever an edge e
gets charged, the number of induced pairs in the recursive call containing e reduces by a factor two: so each
edge gets charged at most log2 r times.
P Hence the final
solution cost |Q| is at most 3 log2 r · e∈H(r) ze .

4.4 Putting the pieces together In this subsec• δ L (v, ρ) = {(u, w) ∈ L : u ∈ B L (v, ρ), w ∈
/
tion we explain how to put the pieces together to
L
L
B (v, ρ)} the edges cut by B (v, ρ).
show in Lemma 4.5 that there is witness priority mul• L(v, ρ) the induced graph of L on vertices B L (v, ρ). ticommodity flow that routes all demands in the backbone, and whose expected dynamic power is O(log3α k ·
P
• V L (v, ρ)
:=
z
+
e∈L(v,ρ) e
(log log k)α ) times the static power used by GS plus

P
V∗
L
· O(log2α k · (log log k)α ) times the dynamic power used
+
(u,w)∈δ L (v,ρ) ρ − d (v, u)
r
terminals P
B L (v, ρ) the volume of ball B L (v, ρ). by the hallucinated flow H. The proof is similar to that
Here V ∗ = e∈H(r) ze is the total “volume” of the of Lemma 3.3.
LP solution.
Corollary 4.1. With probability of at least 1 −
O(1/k 2α ), there exists a fractional priority routing that
Rounding Algorithm I. This is a careful adaprespects all capacities within a factor of O(log2 k ·
tation of the LP rounding for multi-cut [16]. We first
(log log k)).
state a useful result from that paper.
Lemma 4.4. ([16]) For any i ∈ [r] and L ⊆ H(r) with Proof. Suppose that 32 log k ≤ q. Then by Lemma 4.1,
dL (si , ti ) ≥ 1, there exists 0 < ρ < 1/2 such that the prefix sparsity of the sequence of graphs GF (1) ⊆
GF (2) ⊆ ... ⊆ GF (k) is at least log k with probability
|δ L (si , ρ)| ≤ 3 log r · V L (si , ρ).
at least 1 − O(1/k 2α ). This implies that the sparsest
Our rounding procedure is recursive: the input is priority-cut is at least 1/3 by Lemma 4.2. Then the
an index i ∈ [r] and vertex subset U ⊆ V such that proof follows since we have shown that the priority flowi is the maximum index with both si , ti ∈ U . The cut gap is at most O(log2 k(log log k)). If 32 log k ≥ q,

all demand pairs hallucinate, and the hallucinated flow
Andrews et al. [3] gave a (polylog, polylog) bicriteH is itself the desired priority multicommodity flow.  ria approximation algorithm for CapND using the techniques of embedding expanders via cut-matching games
Lemma 4.5. There exists an integral priority muticom- [23] and expander routing [28]. That is, the cost of
modity flow that routes all demands within the backbone their solution H is polylog times the optimal cost, and
with expected dynamic power O(log3α k · (log log k)α ) H can support 1/polylog flow of each request-pair contimes the static power used by GS plus O(log2α k · currently. In fact, they obtain this result for CapND as
(log log k)α ) times the dynamic power used by the hal- a by-product of their algorithm for EERP. In this paper,
we show the following improved result for this problem.
lucinated flow H.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a fractional priority
routing that respects all capacities within factor γ =
O(log2 k · (log log k)); this occurs w.h.p. from Corollary 4.1. Then (as in the offline case) we use the result from [18] that randomized rounding of a fractional
routing produces an integral routing, at the loss of an
O(1)-factor in expected dynamic power. The dynamic
power of flow of up to 2qγ log k on each edge of GS is
charged to O(log3α k·(log log k)α ) times the static power
of the edges in GS . The dynamic power on edges with
a flow of greater than 2qγ log k is charged to γ α times
the dynamic power of the hallucinated flow H.
If there is no capacity-respecting priority multicommodity flow, consider the multicommodity flow that
routes each demand (si , ti ) along the shortest path connecting the demand in GS (i). Since each edge is used by
at most k paths, the dynamic power is at most k α times
the static power used by GS . Corollary 4.1 states that
this event can occur with probability at most 1/k 2α .
So its contribution to the expectation is O(1) times the
static power of GS .

4.5 When k is not known a priori Our algorithm
extends to the truly online setting when the final
number k of request-pairs is not known in advance:
this results in an additional (log log k)α overhead in the
competitive ratio. That is, we obtain a competitive ratio
of O log3α+1 k · (log log k)2α -competitive.
We refer to the full version of the paper for a formal
description and proof.
5

Multicommodity
Design

Capacitated

Network

Theorem 5.1. There is an (O(log km), O(log km)) bicriteria approximation for CapND, i.e. the solution
Ω(1)
costs O(log km) times optimal and supports log
km flow
of each request-pair.
We note that we can also handle non-uniform
demand, at the expense of an additional log factor in
the approximation. A related problem that has also
been studied [11,12,20] is capacitated survivable network
design, where the requirement is for H to satisfy the flow
requirement individually for each demand rather than
concurrently. These results are incomparable to those
for CapND.
We now present the details of our algorithm. First,
we show that an LP-rounding algorithm gives an
(O(1), O(log km)) bicriteria approximation for the special case when all capacities and demands are equal to
q. Then we show that the hallucination approach can
be used to reduce the general case (unit demand and q
capacity) to that of equal demand and capacity.
The case of equal demands and capacities. Here
we consider the CapND problem when each request-pair
has q units of demand (which is also the edge capacity).
By scaling, we assume that all demands and capacities
are one. Our algorithm is then a simple randomized
rounding of the natural LP relaxation, which allows
violation in capacities by O(log km).

(LPcap )

min

X

ce xe

e

(5.9)

s.t.

X

f (p) ≥ 1

∀i ∈ [k]

p∈Pi

X
f (p) ≤ xe
∀e ∈ E
In this section, we consider the capacitated multicom- (5.10)
p|e∈p
modity network design problem (CapND), as studied
by [3]. In this problem, we are given a multigraph (5.11)
f (p) ≥ 0
∀i ∈ [k], ∀p ∈ Pi
G = (V, E) with each edge e ∈ E having a cost ce and
(5.12)
0 ≤ xe ≤ O(log km)
∀e ∈ E
uniform capacity q. We are also given a collection of k
request-pairs {(si , ti ) : i ∈ [k]} each with unit demand.
Here Pi is the set of all si − ti flow paths. If the
The goal is to pick a minimum cost subgraph H ⊆ G
such that H can support a concurrent multicommod- LP is infeasible, then we declare that our instance is
ity flow of the request-pairs. Let m = |E| denote the infeasible. If not, then we do a simple randomized
rounding (on the flow paths for each request-pair), and
number of edges in G.

get an integral solution with expected cost equal to
the LP cost, and where each edge is used by at most
1
. Thus
O(log km) request-pairs with probability 1 − m
we obtain a randomized (O(1), O(log km)) bicriteria
approximation algorithm.
Algorithm for CapND:
1. Constructing the Steiner backbone: Setting
the cost of an edge to be ce , we buy an (approximate)
min-cost Steiner forest that provides connectivity for
the request-pairs. The edges bought in this step form
the Steiner backbone GS .
2. Constructing the Hallucination backbone:
Each request-pair (si , ti ) decides to independently
“hallucinate” a demand of q, with probability p =
min{1, 32λ/q}. Here again λ = Θ(log k) is the flowcut gap for multicommodity flow [25,26]. Now, we
use the procedure above (for uniform capacity and
demands).
a. If LPcap was infeasible then declare infeasibility
for the CapND instance.
b. Else, we obtain a subgraph GH and unsplittable
routing H of q units between each hallucinated
request-pair; H violates the capacities of each
edge in GH by at most O(log km). We call this
routing the hallucinated flow.
3. Final Solution: Output the subgraph GF =
GS ∪ GH .
5.1 Analysis The analysis proceeds along the same
lines as in Section 3:
Cost of GS : By using the Steiner forest approximation
algorithm from [2,17], one can guarantee that cost of
GS is at most twice the minimum cost required to
even achieve connectivity between the request-pairs,
and hence at most 2 · Opt.
Cost of GH : Using a standard Chernoff bound, it
1
follows that with probability 1 − km
, the demand of
the hallucinated request-pairs can be routed on the
support of Opt, while violating each capacity by a
factor of O(log km). (This is similar to Lemma 3.1.)
We now obtain a feasible LP solution to LPcap of
cost O(log km) · Opt. Using this as a starting point,
our rounding algorithm for the case of equal demands
and capacities, returns a graph GH of expected cost
O(log km) · Opt which can unsplittably route (using H)
flow of q units for each hallucinated request-pair, while
sending O(log km) · q flow on each edge.
Routing on GS ∪GH : The last part of the proof shows
that w.h.p. there is a flow F for the original requestpairs, having low congestion in the subgraph GF . To

this end, we assign “virtual capacities” {ĉe : e ∈ GF } as
follows: edge e ∈ GF gets a virtual capacity equal to the
amount of hallucinated flow routed on it in H, plus 2λ·q
if it is in the Steiner backbone GS . Using these virtual
capacities, we can use Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.1 to
conclude that with probability 1 − k13 , the sparsity of
every cut is at least λ (w.r.t the original request-pairs).
Therefore, there exists a flow within the backbone GF
that respects these virtual capacities, owing to the flowcut gap for multicommodity flow [26]. Finally, the
virtual capacity of each edge in GF is O(log km) · q
because H uses any edge to at most O(log km) q, and
we added O(log k) · q units for each edge in GS . This
completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
6

Probabilistic Inequalities

Theorem 6.1. ( [27]) Let X1 , X2 , ..., XN be N independent random variables such that Pr[Xi = 0] = 1 − pi
PN
and Pr[Xi = 1] = pi . Let Y = i=1 Xi and µ = EY .
Then for any δ > 0, it follows that
h
i
Pr Y ≤ (1 − δ)µ ≤ exp(−µδ 2 /2).
Theorem 6.2. ( [21,29]) Let X1 , X2 , . . . , XN be independent non-negative random variables. Let α > 1 and
Kα = Θ(α/ log α). Then it is the case that
!1/α
X
α
E[(
Xi ) ]
i

≤ Kα max

X
i

E[Xi ],

X

1/α !

E[Xiα ]

.

i

Corollary 6.1. ( [8]) Let p
≥
0, and let
X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn be i.i.d. random variables takingPvalue D with probability min{1, p}.
Then
E[( i Xi )α ] ≤ (Kα )α · max{1, pN Dα + (pN D)α },
where Kα = Θ(α/ log α).
Proof. For the case when p ≥ 1, Xi = D with
P probability 1, and hence we can conclude that E[( i Xi )α ] =
(N D)α . For the case when p ∈ [0, 1], E[Xi ] = pD, and
E[Xiα ] = pDα . From this we can conclude that the upper bound in Theorem 6.2 is Kα max(pN D, (pN )1/α D).
TakingP
αth powers and replacing the max by a sum, we
get E[( i Xi )α ] ≤ (Kα D)α ((pN )α + pN ).
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